
Astronomy Open Night, Friday, April 2, 2021 
Virtual; 7:30PM 

For more information: http://www.astro.sunysb.edu/openight/opennite.html 
 

 
Kenneth Lanzetta 

 
“The Condor Array Telescope” 

 
Over the past several years, a new type of astronomical telescope known as a “telephoto array” or an “array 
telescope” constructed by combining off-the-shelf equipment designed for photography and amateur 
astronomy has garnered significant scientific and popular attention.  Here we introduce the “Condor Array 
Telescope,” which is just now being deployed to a superb astronomical site in the southwest corner of New 
Mexico.  (Condor was to have been deployed to the Rio Hurtado Valley of Chile last year, but Covid intervened, 
and the project was fortunate to have found a more accessible temporary home.)  Condor is a high-performance 
array telescope that is optimized for detecting both very-low-brightness features and point sources and is 
capable of efficiently imaging regions of the sky at an unprecedentedly rapid cadence of 60 seconds while 
remaining sky-noise limited. The array consists of six off-the-shelf apochromatic refracting telescopes, each 
equipped with focal-reducing field corrector, motorized focuser, motorized filter wheel, and large-format CMOS 
camera, all attached to a common mount. The telescope operates completely autonomously.  The scientific 
objectives of the project include (1) studying very-low-brightness galaxies and the low-brightness outer regions 
of the Milky Way, LMC and SMC, and nearby and distant galaxies, (2) studying stars at a rapid cadence, including 
searching for transiting extra-solar planets, and (3) mapping the entire sky in several narrow bandpasses.  The 
project also allocates 20% of the available observation time to a far-reaching “broader impacts” program, 
including specifically allocating half of this time fo faculty and students at historically black colleges and 
universities.  The project is a concept feasibility study for a much larger array telescope with much greater light-
collecting capability and is funded by the Advanced Technologies and Instrumentation program of the National 
Science Foundation.  Weather and schedule permitting, the lecture will be delivered live from the Condor site in 
Animas, New Mexico. 

Kenneth M. Lanzetta is a professor in the Department of Physics and Astronomy of Stony Brook University.  He 
obtained a BA in physics from the University of Pennsylvania in 1983 and a PhD in physics from the University of 
Pittsburgh in 1988.  From there he spent two years as a postdoctoral researcher at the Institute of Astronomy of 
the University of Cambridge in England and then four  years as a postdoctoral researcher and Hubble Fellow at 
the Center for Astrophysics and Space Sciences of the University of California, San Diego before taking a position 
as assistant professor at Stony Brook University in 1994.  He was promoted to associate professor n 1997 and to 
professor in 2001.  His research interests involve extragalactic astronomy and cosmology, including issues of 
galaxy formation and evolution, quasar absorption lines, evolution of the intergalactic medium, detection and 
identification of faint, high-redshift galaxies, and development and application of optimal image processing 
techniques utilizing large-scale scientific computing facilities. 

Register here for the zoom presentation:  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfYIufW8wV9NZJQELSHec9008anWu4qdcVxVj94zE5bhV2MVQ/vie
wform?fbzx=1339757450909710837 

Or visit the following website: http://www.astro.sunysb.edu/opennight/ and click on the registration link there. 

http://www.astro.sunysb.edu/openight/opennite.html
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfYIufW8wV9NZJQELSHec9008anWu4qdcVxVj94zE5bhV2MVQ/viewform?fbzx=1339757450909710837
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfYIufW8wV9NZJQELSHec9008anWu4qdcVxVj94zE5bhV2MVQ/viewform?fbzx=1339757450909710837
http://www.astro.sunysb.edu/opennight/


Geology Open Night, Friday, April 23, 2021 

Virtual; 7:30PM 
For more information: https://www.stonybrook.edu/commcms/geosciences/about/GeologyOpenNight 
 

  
 Brian Phillips 

 
“Useful impurities in minerals and how to find them with a big magnet and a radio” 

 
 
Carbonate minerals such as calcite are ubiquitous in nature, being the main component of limestone and similar 
rocks that are exposed over about 20% of Earth’s land surface.  Precipitation of carbonate minerals locks up 
CO2 while creating a record of environmental conditions.  As crystals grow they take up impurities which can 
hold clues to the conditions at the time and place the mineral formed.  I will describe the types of impurities and 
processes that govern their uptake in a mineral, along with our efforts to understand them using nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.  This technique is similar to MRI but measures the pitch of atomic 
nuclei as they hum in a strong magnetic field, which can reveal the impurity’s signature and location. 
 
Brian Phillips is a Professor in the Department of Geosciences at Stony Brook University. He has been on the 
faculty at Stony Brook University since 2002, where he investigates the atomic arrangement of minerals and 
related materials using primarily Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.  His research focuses 
particularly on bonding of atoms adsorbed to mineral surfaces and how impurities are incorporated in 
minerals.  He is a Fellow of the Mineralogical Society of America.     
 
Register here for the zoom presentation:  
 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1DlTxjIgsREsG6ptJoxYTrb9rvDeNPFwNYZ7bI46urD4/viewform?edit_requeste
d=true 
 
 
 

  

https://www.stonybrook.edu/commcms/geosciences/about/GeologyOpenNight
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1DlTxjIgsREsG6ptJoxYTrb9rvDeNPFwNYZ7bI46urD4/viewform?edit_requested=true
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1DlTxjIgsREsG6ptJoxYTrb9rvDeNPFwNYZ7bI46urD4/viewform?edit_requested=true


Physics Open Night, Friday, April 30, 2021 
 

ESS 001; 7:30PM 
For more information: http://www.physics.sunysb.edu/Physics/WorldsOfPhysics/2020-21/  

 
 

Benjamin G. Levine 

 
 

“Better Living Through Quantum Mechanics and Computers (…and Chemistry)” 
 

 
Chemistry has enabled many important technological developments.  Environmentally friendly energy conversion 
devices, life-saving medicines, robust and inexpensive plastics, and a nearly endless list of other technologies are 
made possible by the knowledge of chemistry.  Chemistry is fascinating, too!  Today, computers have become 
powerful tools for understanding and predicting chemical behavior.  Through the solution of the Schrodinger 
equation, the fundamental equation of quantum mechanics, computers can provide a detailed picture of chemical 
behavior that is literally impossible to gain through laboratory experiments.  However, computational chemists 
constantly run up against the “curse of dimensionality,” the fact that predicting the behavior of a chemical system 
becomes exponentially more difficult as its size increases.  This forces computational chemists to make 
approximations, which succeed in some instances and fail in others.  Successes yield useful physical insights, while 
failures provide valuable feedback on how to improve our approximations.  In this talk, I will discuss the origin of 
the curse of dimensionality; why is it impossible to exactly predict the behavior of even relatively small molecules?  
Then, through a series of examples from recent research in biochemistry, solar energy conversion, and other 
fields, I will discuss the current state of the art; what kinds of problems can computational chemists reliably solve 
today, and what can we reasonably hope to be able to do in the future?   
 
Benjamin G. Levine is a theoretical/computational chemist whose research focuses on developing and applying 
computational methods for simulating nonradiative processes—physical processes that convert electronic energy 
into vibrational energy—in molecules and materials.  He earned a B.S. in Chemical Engineering and Ph.D. in 
Chemistry from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 2001 and 2007, respectively.  After performing 
postdoctoral work at University of Pennsylvania and Temple University, Ben joined Michigan State University as 
an assistant professor in 2011.  He moved to Stony Brook University as the Institute for Advanced Computational 
Science Endowed Professor of Chemistry in August 2020.  Ben has 70 scientific publications.  His work was 
recognized by the 2017 Journal of Physical Chemistry A/PHYS Lectureship and the 2017 OpenEye Outstanding 
Junior Faculty Award in Computational Chemistry. 
 

Register here for access to the zoom presentation: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdB3OhDrByUDqcc-h187iXa7QhDh-scDUVY-
O6ZcVudjMPImg/viewform 

or visit the following site: https://you.stonybrook.edu/opennights/news/ and click on the Registration button. 

http://www.physics.sunysb.edu/Physics/WorldsOfPhysics/2020-21/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdB3OhDrByUDqcc-h187iXa7QhDh-scDUVY-O6ZcVudjMPImg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdB3OhDrByUDqcc-h187iXa7QhDh-scDUVY-O6ZcVudjMPImg/viewform
https://you.stonybrook.edu/opennights/news/


 
Please note that all lectures for Spring 2021 will be delivered via ZOOM. Please 

visit the new Open Night Website at: 

https://you.stonybrook.edu/opennights/news/  and click on the respective links 

below each Open Night Event for more information on how to join or register. 
 
TEACHER IN SERVICE CREDITS: 
NYS teachers who wish to receive CTLE credit for any of these lectures must register here:  
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdAufjveLIXG_-
3T1ehnXOAvnAPwVMvx53NoHjyzishIwiyYA/viewform 
You must register for each lecture you attend. The Graduate School will send a CTLE certificate about six weeks 
after each lecture. 

https://you.stonybrook.edu/opennights/news/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdAufjveLIXG_-3T1ehnXOAvnAPwVMvx53NoHjyzishIwiyYA/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdAufjveLIXG_-3T1ehnXOAvnAPwVMvx53NoHjyzishIwiyYA/viewform
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